
A city digitalized 
in a month
Case study of the Oslo city project



Paving the way for cities of 

tomorrow with the power of AI

Road Network

Intelligence
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Product
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Full range of road 
network solutions

Visual 
condition 
survey

Road asset 
management

Road 
inspection and 
safety analysis

EyeVi’s road network intelligence solutions 

start with superior data capture, 

maximized data production, and efficient 

road asset information classification
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Oslo, Norway
2022

Client: TRIONA

1,300km covered in total

14 object types digitalized
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how it works
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EyeVi’s Mobile Mapping 
System (MMS) is sent to 
the client if needed.

Captured data is run through EyeVi 
DataFlow software - an automated 
data-processing pipeline that 
produces georeferenced panoramic 
images, HD orthophotos, and point 
cloud datasets ready to be used or 
deployed for the next processes.

Processed data is used as 
an input for the AI 
module which outputs 
extracted features and 
objects depending on 
the task.

AI generated data layers are 
ready for verification and 
correction in the EyeVi web 
application.
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Data collection is conducted 
with EyeVi’s MMS hardware 
and DataCapture software, 
or collected by the client.

What does it take 
to digitalize a city 
in a month?
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PROCESS OVERVIEW

Oslo project 
process overview
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EQUIPMENT

Equipment

360° Panoramic Camera

LiDAR Scanner


GNSS/INS System
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Data Collection

Data collection
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Data PROCESSING

Data processing

Raw point cloudsOrthophotos Panoramic images
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FEATURE EXTRACTION

Feature 
extraction

AI-detected 
road markings

Road markings 
in point cloud

Ortophoto
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Orthophotos

AI-extracted 

visualization of objects

To help you better 

understand and 

inspect road defects.

See detailed information, 

such as the type and 

severity of the road defect.

360° panoramic 

imagery

Point clouds

Visual inspection of 

scenery and objects, 

such as road signs 

and manholes.

High-accuarcy 

measurements of the 

road infrastructure, such 

as the width of tunnels 

and height of bridges.

Deliverables

Deliverables



deliverables
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deliverables
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deliverables
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1.3 million defects 
in 8 classes
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DEFECTS
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deliverables
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Shapes - 
Reports

deliverables
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conclusion

Conclusion

Speed 

Digital twins

Access to 
information 
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future

3D

Know where defects are, manage road 

assets and act on insights.

5D
4D

See and visualize what can’t be seen. Anticipate, predict the future, simulate,  


and execute.  



Visual intelligence Sub-surface intelligence Predictive intelligence

What will the future bring?

Everything that is visible. 


Defects, objects, attributes.

Materials, layers, compositions, 


reflectability, skidding.

Historical comparisons. 


What will happen and where will it happen.
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From gravel to the highway

2015 2022
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Thank you!

Come and join our journey for 

mapping the future

CONTACT

info@eyevi.tech FACEBOOK

TWITTERwww.eyevi.tech

LINKEDIN

mailto:info@eyevi.tech
https://www.facebook.com/eyevi.techhttps://www.facebook.com/eyevi.tech
https://twitter.com/eyevi_tech
http://www.eyevi.tech
https://www.linkedin.com/company/eyevi-tech

